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A rich trading legacy

I

t seems fitting that the city which during imperial
times once held the only sanctioned port for trade
with the outside world should fulfill the same role
during the years of Mao Zedong’s China. After the
Communist Party’s victory in 1949 and the founding of the
People’s Republic of China, the nation withdrew from the
global stage, severing many diplomatic and trading
relationships. During this isolationist period, the Canton
Fair was born in Guangzhou and, like the Shamian era that
preceded it, the event became the only point where China
would trade with the outside world.
No doubt part of the reason for choosing Guangzhou
as a venue for the fair (initially held annually) was the
city’s accessibility to the outside world, with colonial
Hong Kong nearby. The city’s geography – at the mouth of
the Pearl River – had always made it a key port. Today
Guangzhou’s role as a port continues to be one of the main
drivers of its economy and the city is keen to position itself
as a node on the New Maritime Silk Road (which forms
part of Xi Jinping’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ initiative for
international trade and investment).
Naturally for a city that has historically dealt with
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1957
The first year of
the Canton Fair,
now entering its
120th session

imports and exports, the service
industry is at the forefront of
Guangzhou’s economy. Today the
local economy is led by the tertiary
sector, which accounts for nearly 70%
of the city’s GDP, including such
services as shipping and logistics,
insurance, and currency exchange. In
the Nansha New Zone (see box) the
government is seeking to expand the
city’s skillsets, creating clusters
dedicated to fintech research and
streamlining customs clearance
procedures.
Building on its foundation as a
prominent port, Guangzhou is also
vying to become a leading financial
centre for southern China. In 2016 the
added value of the financial sector
totalled Rmb180 billion, rising 11.1%
on the year before and accounting for
9.18% of local GDP. In 2015 it was the
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A view of the Canton Tower and Zhujiang New Town
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Visitors walk through an
entrance to the China
Import and Export Fair, also
known as the Canton Fair
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fastest growing sector of Guangzhou’s economy, surging
up 14.2%. A little east of the city centre Guangzhou is
currently developing what will become its own financial
centre (see Property chapter) and is aiming for financial
services to account for 12% of GDP by 2020.
The government is also seeking a major expansion of
the city’s logistics sector too. Outlined in the city’s latest
Five-Year Plan is the ambition to become a transit hub for
both passengers and freight – by sea, air or rail. By 2017 the
government wants to be moving 550 million tonnes
through its port, including 20 million containers per year.
The airport at Baiyun is China’s third busiest in terms
of passenger numbers, serving 59.73 million passengers
in 2016. By 2020 that number is targeted to swell to 80
million and there are plans to develop an “international
air freight hub” in the Nansha New Zone as well.
The government is hopeful that the service sector can
constitute an even larger portion of the city’s GDP by
2020, complementing the manufacturing industries that
are
clustered in nearby cities. The majority of
manufacturing performed in Guangdong is based in
Foshan, Dongguan and Shenzhen. Guangzhou is shifting
its own manufacturing sector to focus on high-end and
high-tech production, with the goal that smart
manufacturing will account for 49% of all industrial
production by the end of the thirteenth Five-Year Plan.
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167
million
The tonnage that
passes through
Guangzhou’s
ports annually

Car manufacturing is likely to
remain a key component of the city’s
economy, however, as Guangzhou is
the head quarters for Guangzhou
Automobile Group (for an interview
with GAC, see box). In 2016 the
automotive
sector
generated
Rmb434.62 billion, a jump of 15% on
the year before. Government
planners regard it as a key plank in
the city’s industrial strategy,
especially as GAC moves to increase
its output of more environmentallyfriendly hybrid and electric vehicles.
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GUANGZHOU’S LOCAL TYCOONS

Xu Jiayin

China Evergrande
Born to a poor family in Henan in 1958, Xu Jiayin had a tough childhood,
especially after his mother died when he was young. Rather than attend
university, Xu went to study at the Wuhan Institute of Iron and Steel, which
eventually led to a job at Wuyang Iron and Steel, where he worked for 10 years.
In 1992, Xu moved south to work in the booming young city of Shenzhen,
and in 1994 he decamped to Guangzhou in search of new markets to
develop. At the time, new property developments usually consisted of large
units, often with three bedrooms. Xu, who was working as a real estate
manager at the time, disregarded this trend and instead instructed that his
developments be built of far smaller units. The design proved effective, with
his projects selling out rapidly and creating a storm in Guangzhou’s
residential market.
Within two and a half years, Xu had generated more than Rmb200 million
worth of revenues for his employer – yet his salary was just Rmb4,000 a
month. So in 1996, he established his own company, Evergrande Real Estate,
in Guangzhou, sticking to the model of his earlier developments: small units,
small profits, quick returns on funds.
Each of the company’s developments was a success and by 2004
Evergrande was ranked as one of China’s top 10 largest developers. Five
years later, the company listed in Hong Kong, raising $726 million. In 2015,
annual sales reached Rmb133 billion. Xu is also part-owner of China’s top
football team, Evergrande Taobao FC.
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Xu recently
changed his
company’s
name from
Guangzhou
Evergrande to
China
Evergrande to
reflect its
growth across
the country
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Lu Xiangyang

Guangzhou Youngy Investment
Lu is another example of an ambitious individual drawn to the
entrepreneurial hub that is Guangzhou (he was born in 1962
in Anhui province). Although he began his career in the city
working for brokers and speculating on land and government
bonds, he eventually struck out on his own, founding
Guangzhou Youngy Investment and Management Group.
One of his most rewarding investments was made in
1995 when he invested Rmb5 million in BYD, becoming a
seed investor in the newly formed battery maker (which
would later move into electric carmaking). He knew little
about the underlying business but chose to invest because of
his trust in BYD’s boss – his cousin, Wang Chuanfu.
His gut feeling was vindicated. His stake, at one point, had
a market value of Rmb18.5 billion. That valuation was
reached after Warren Buffett became a big BYD shareholder
in 2008; CBN recently ranked Lu as China’s 27th richest man
with a net worth of Rmb25 billion.
And although it began as a leap of faith, Lu has used his
early stake in BYD to direct some of his other major
purchases. Lu owns 70% of the world’s second largest
lithium mine, located in Sichuan. As the owner of lithium and
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cobalt processing facilities in Guangzhou and Nansha, he hopes
to create an ‘industrial chain’ around the battery industry,
anchored to his BYD investment and the metals required by that
business.
Apart from industrial investments, Lu is also involved in
commercial real estate, which comprises about 20% of the
group’s business. He is currently looking at building an asset
management franchise that specialises in non-performing loans.

One of his most
rewarding
investments was
made in 1995
when he invested
Rmb5 million in
BYD
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Guangzhou Pharmaceutical

The city’s
oldest firm
Guangzhou Pharmaceutical Corporation was founded in
1951, but the state-owned enterprise has since taken
control of companies far older than itself. One such
example is Chen Li Ji, a pharmaceutical firm that can trace
its origins back further than any other existing today.
Sinopolis speaks to Liang Mingji, CEO of Cheng Li Ji, about
how this time-honoured brand is adjusting to the new age.

How old is Chen Li Ji?

Chen Li Ji headquarters
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Our company was founded in 1600, giving it 416 years of
history up to today. It is in fact the oldest traditional
Chinese medicine (TCM) company that is still in operation,
and in today’s Guangzhou it is the most treasured of the ‘old
brands’. Also, because our company is a pharmaceutical
company – which is one of the most important industries in
the world – and has history in Guangzhou you can say that
we’re the ‘breakthrough unit’ of the association of ‘old
brands’ here in the city.
And what makes us even more special is that we don’t
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produce any Western medicine. Our products have always
been Chinese medicine and so they have evolved with the
medicine’s history.

How relevant is TCM in today’s China?
Chinese people’s faith in Chinese medicine is still
widespread. Of course each place is not the same as the
other, but in Guangdong province and the city of
Guangzhou, the belief in Chinese medicine is strong.
In all corners of Guangzhou you can find these
traditional liangcha stalls – stalls where they have a few
different bowls of teas and herbal remedies. This is a form
of Chinese medicine that treats what you could call a
condition of ‘sub-health’ – when a person is not quite
healthy and not quite sick. And so these liangcha stalls,
and many other TCMs, take the approach of ‘preventative
treatment’. The idea is to take the medicine before you’ve
really gotten ill, to restore balance to your system, and
prevent the sickness from developing.
Nowadays with the import of Western medicine, which
of course normally comes in the form of pills or tablets, a
lot of people are seeing these traditional forms of Chinese
medicine as much less convenient. For example I think a
lot of young people see our laqiaoyaowan [TCM packaged
in large wax balls: a technique pioneered by Chen Li Ji] as
pretty cumbersome.
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How are you addressing these changing attitudes?
So at the moment we’re undergoing a modernisation of
Chinese medicine. In terms of pharmaceutical research
and development, since maybe 20 years ago we’ve been
exploring both how to guarantee effectiveness of the
medicine and how to guarantee its safety. But we’re also
keen to improve the user experience of our patients. We
want our medicine to be easy to carry and easy to use, and
we generally want to reduce the aspects of the service that
users don’t like. So that’s one direction our company is
moving in. In our research of Chinese medicine, we’re
slowly integrating the study of foreign, consumable
medicine. We want to extract the effectiveness of these
medicines so as to concentrate our dosages. Once that’s
been achieved we can develop the medicine in various
forms. And when it has been developed to the point of
being a medicinal food-stuff, then it has reached its most
convenient form. Guangzhou Pharma Corp’s Wanglaoji
[herbal tea] drink is a good example of this.

Guangzhou
Pharamaceutical
Corp has five
wholly-owned
subsidiaries and
six in which it
owns a
controlling share

Where are your company’s production facilities?
We have two production bases. One is here in Guangzhou,
on the same site as our museum; it’s a big building where
the medicine takes form, in the shape of tablets and pills. As
for where a lot of the medicinal elements are made, that’s
not in Guangzhou, that’s in Foshan. The reason why it’s in
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1600
The year that
Cheng Li Ji was
founded

Foshan is because, generally speaking, the production costs
are more expensive here. The labour costs and the costs of
environmental protection are higher in Guangzhou, which
means we tend to place the relatively green and relatively
more costly equipment here. In Foshan the environmental
regulations are a little more relaxed.

Is the industry mechanising?
It’s like this, in the beginning we were a very traditional
producer of Chinese medicine, so in our history we relied
on manual methods much more. Then in these last 20
years we’ve gradually begun to research and to use many
newer technologies. We’ve cooperated with more
producers of these technologies and expanded our use of
robotics in replacing human labour, but the number of
robots we use is still very low.
But then our staff numbers are quite low as well.
Currently in the whole firm we probably have about 800
people. Roughly 600 of them are in production and maybe
100 are in sales. The other 100 are in management. So
we’re a medium-sized business rather than a large one;
thus far we’ve had less need to change to robotics.
But now following the government’s call for
mechanisation and automation, in the future the number
of personnel required to make the same volume of goods
is likely to become smaller and smaller. And we will
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absolutely start using more robots – particularly for jobs
which are more dangerous, require more productive
strength, or where the pollution levels or general
environment is particularly bad.

Is the government encouraging this?
Traditional industries are getting support through
government policies for automation. We’re hoping to
speed up this transformation process, and reduce the
labour force. Lower costs is one reason for it, but the crux
is the need to reform. You can’t simply say in one sentence
“use machines to replace people”, because it’s not that
simple. Different work processes must be treated
differently. In situations where the process, for instance,
exposes workers to high levels of pollution then we’ll likely
ultimately use robots. For other situations it’s not
appropriate. For example, we use vegetables in our
products. The leaves of those vegetables have to be pulled
off and that needs to be done by hand.
So we think about the workers as well, it’s not that
everything is about costs. We’re also reviewing how to
recruit younger workers. This process needs to be sped up,
because the Chinese population is aging. In the next 20
years the labour force will shrink.
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The Nansha New Zone

REUTERS

Nansha is Guangzhou’s southern-most district, home to its largest port, and
contains one of the three areas that constitute the Guangdong Free Trade Zone
(FTZ). One is Qianhai, in the city of Shenzhen; another is Hengqing Island, which is
a district of Zhuhai; and in kind Nansha is attached to Guangzhou.
The Nansha New Zone was launched in 2015 and is divided into seven major
clusters, each focused on a different industry. The clusters cover shipping,
financial and commercial development, international education and health,
“research for developing Guangdong, Macau and Hong Kong as an integrated
region”, science and technology research, overseas investment, and trade
processing. However the main objectives of the zone could briefly be described as
seeking to simplify import-export procedures, their financing and likewise to
integrate the three regions of Guangdong, Macau and Hong Kong.
There are a number of policies in place in the Nansha zone designed to lure
businesses into the area. For example, firms do not have to meet a minimum
registered capital requirement; corporate tax is pinned at 15% with the possibility
of rebates of up to 95% the amount paid; and there is a localised arbitration
centre specifically for dealing with issues that arise in the FTZ.
In addition to the policy incentives, there are large scale infrastructure projects
under development in the area, including the construction of 20 railway lines and
eight expressways.
In terms of GDP growth, the zone is already a success: the economy grew
13.9% year-on-year in the first quarter of 2016, completing nine quarters of
continued growth and making it a leading contributor to Guangzhou’s total GDP.
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Nansha port
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Guangzhou Automobile Group (GAC)

Behind the
steering wheel
A GAC car was
chosen to feature
in Transformers 4
after director
Michael Bay saw
one of their
concept vehicles
at the Detroit
Auto Show
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Sinopolis sits down with Jade Yin, Director of Public Relations
at Guangzhou Automobile Group (GAC) to discuss the road
ahead for the car firm

How has Guangzhou culture helped shape GAC?
Most of our top executives are from Guangdong, and
what’s more they have all lived in Guangzhou for many
years. As we all know there are a lot of Chinese, and people
from each area of China have their own idiosyncrasies.
Guangdong people are very pragmatic.
Guangdong people prefer to do first and talk later, or in
some cases act first and then not talk about it at all
afterwards.
Guangdong has a long tradition of handling business.
The province was the earliest to be affected by the Reform
and Opening Up policies in the late 1970s, so our
perspective is very open-minded. People say we are the
SOE (state-owned enterprise) that least resembles an SOE.

From the moment we started we were focused on marketfriendly activities. Guangdong culture may explain this
philosophy.
Guangdong people can work with anyone, and they’re
very inclusive of other cultures. GAC’s foreign partnerships
have all been very good.
Of course luck has been a part of it too, and the local
government has been very supportive of us.

What is GAC’s greatest strength?
At the moment our business is fairly comprehensive. We
have five major divisions: R&D, manufacturing, finance, car
services business, and parts production. So our production
chain is pretty absolute. And this year our car finances
department has developed very well. We now have our own
insurance company, financial services and other related
products.
But our R&D has been doing great too. Originally we
found that it was our joint venture products that sold a
little bit better – in fact when our JV was launched with
Toyota in 2004 it turned profitable in the same year – but
nowadays our own brand, GAC Motor (known as Trumpci
in China), is doing exceptionally well. We export it as well,
mainly to the Middle East.
And this success is down to our R&D. Maybe compared
to some other auto companies we were a bit late in starting
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Guangzhou Automobile Group
Founded in 1997, Guangzhou Automobile Group (GAC) was the first stateowned enterprise (SOE) to list on both the A-share and the H-share
markets: first the firm listed as an H-share on the Hong Kong Exchange in
2008, and then in 2010 GAC listed A-shares on the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange.
Over the course of its growth GAC has expanded to include a number
of joint ventures, producing cars for domestic consumption with brands
like Toyota, Honda, Mitsubishi and Fiat-Chrysler. The group’s portfolio has
extended across the automobile supply chain: GAC has its own parts
producer and research and development department, it offers financing
options as well as insurance, logistics and leases.
The headquarters of GAC is a skyscraper located in the heart of Tianhe
district. A showroom on the ground floor exhibits the latest marques from
its various partnerships. GAC’s management work out of this city centre
HQ, while its production lines are in factories on the city’s outskirts, in this
case in Panyu, Nansha and Zengcheng district. There are several other
factories dotted around China – such as in Changsha, Hangzhou and
Xinjiang – with annual capacity running at 1.8 million cars as of August
2017. The factory in Panyu also houses the longest test track in the south
of China. Company management says that every single car that rolls off
of the production line has to complete before it can be cleared for sale.

At a glance:
238
Ranking on the
Fortune Global
500 (2017)

75,672
Employees

1,290
Patents
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GAC’s sales
growth in the
first eight
months of 2017
was 29% (yearon-year) with
1,279,456 units
sold

– our R&D department is only 10 years old now – but we’ve
had a lot of success with it. It is very international in fact.
At the moment there are over 3,000 R&D workers and one
of the most senior members is an Italian. He’s the chief
designer for chassis systems.

Is the company‘s financial services department growing
in importance?
Yes it is, in our thirteenth Five-Year Plan we intend for our
financial services department to ultimately account for
15% of our business. At the moment it doesn’t even
account for 5%. Last year our revenue was close to Rmb280
billion, but over the next five years we intend to raise that
figure to Rmb400 billion with 15% of that coming from
financial services, such as car loans and other support for
our dealerships.

What types of investment will GAC make?
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for a Rmb15 billion investment, a sizeable portion of which
will feed into research and of development NEVs, as well
as autonomous cars.

Is capacity still growing?
GAC Motor’s second production line opened in July, adding
new capacity of 150,000 units per year. A third production
line at GAC Toyota will expand capacity to 600,000 units
by 2018.

REUTERS

We will be investing in automotive and related projects.
We are test-investing in other areas. We have a department
called GAC Capital: it has funds targeting areas such as
innovation and healthcare, for example – although it still
views the car industry to be the most important
investment area.
A key area for GAC is new energy vehicles. The company
recently gained approval from the securities commission

GAC’s R&D centre
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Zeng Qinghong
President, Guangzhou Automobile Group
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Some of Guangzhou’s wealthiest tycoons
Name
Xu Jiayin
Lu Xiangyang
Zhu Mengyi
Zhang Jin
Yao Liangsong
Xu Yu
Zhang Li
Huang Wenzai
Huang Chiheng
Chen Kaixuan
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Zhu Mengyi

Zhang Li

Company
Evergrande
Guangzhou Youngy
Hopson
Cedar
Oppein
Trendy International
R&F
Star River
Helenbergh
Liby

SOURCE; HURUN, 2017

Yao Liangsong

Worth ($ millions)
43,000
4,900
4,800
4,500
4,300
3,500
3,200
3,000
2,100
1,900
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